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TRUST. PERFORMANCE. INNOVATION.
GILBERT IS RUGBY.

200 YEARS AT THE CENTRE OF THE GAME.
GILBERT HAS BEEN AT THE HEART OF RUGBY SINCE THE FIRST GAME WAS PLAYED AT  RUGBY SCHOOL IN 1823.

MONILEX SPORTS HAS BEEN THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF GILBERT RUGBY PRODUCTS IN CANADA SINCE 
1988. OUR TEAM IS PASSIONATE ABOUT SUPPORTING THE  GROWTH OF RUGBY IN CANADA.
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APPAREL DESIGN & MANUFACTURING PROCESS

ALL YOUR 
TEAM NEEDS
FOR THE  
SEASON.

TRUST. PERFORMANCE. INNOVATION.
GILBERT IS RUGBY.
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We are excited that you are interested in Gilbert Rugby Team 

Kit. This catalogue is our 2024 offering for all your club and 

school needs. 

Gilbert is known as the rugby brand for balls and training gear, 

but we are also renowned for team apparel having been the 

official team kit of The Barbarians RFC since 2018, as well as 

hundreds of clubs and schools across the world.

Here in Canada we (Monilex Sports Ltd.) have been the offi-

cial distributors of Gilbert since 1988. Our team is made of 

rugby players, coaches and community builders and we are 

passionate about supporting the Canadian rugby community.  

There is a “Frequently Asked Questions” section on page 

21-22 of this catalogue and our team is standing by to answer 

any questions you may have that are not covered here. 

We pride ourselves on offering the best customer service & 

we look forward to working with you. 

Leigh Tynan

Director - Gilbert Rugby Canada

HELLO!
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Creating apparel that looks as good as it performs is first and foremost at 

Gilbert. Our talented team of designers will work with you to create both on and 

off-pitch apparel and training gear  that folks will want to wear everyday - not just 

on match day!  We have a best in class 3D Kit Designer that offers a clear pathway 

to design approvals for key decision makers at your club.

VIEW OUR 3D KIT DESIGNER HERE

Quality has always been at the heart of what we do - products that are beautiful, high 
performance and built to last are the original way to be sustainable. 

TRUST. PERFORMANCE. INNOVATION.

https://gilbert.c3d.tech/en_us/
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CUSTOM APPAREL DESIGNS &  OPTIONS

For on field kit we offer two custom sublimation 

options to suit various requirements for perfor-

mance, cost, & supply chain timelines.  We have 

apparel to suit hot weather play as well as the 

cooler, rainy rugby seasons. 

ELITE JERSEY PERFORMANCE  JERSEY

We have 35 years of experience managing supply chain and logistics, with a proven track record of going above and beyond 

to manage timelines and troubleshoot creative solutions when global supply chain challenges arise. We will work with you 

to determine when items are needed and create a customized work back schedule. Depending on the product this ranges 

from approximately 8 weeks to 3 months for custom, and 2-4 weeks for stock items. 

TIMELINE FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY

OUR DESIGN & FIT PROCESS.

DESIGN PROCESS & FEES

Our design team is available to assist in creating your custom design. We advise that you try out some designs in the 3D kit 

builder so you have an idea of what you would like to achieve. We will work with you to bring your vision to life. 

Design Services: $85/hr 

 *A typical kit design working with our designer should not take more than 2 hours. 
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MEN’SWhen your team demands the best from 
a jersey!  The Gilbert Elite Match Jersey 
is designed for comfort and performance.  
With high-tech, moisture-wicking fabric, it 
allows for freedom of movement, comfort, 
and ultimate match performance. These 
jerseys are ideal for teams and clubs look-
ing to get several seasons out of a set of 
jerseys at a high level of competition. 

Fabric: 93% Polyester, 7% Elastane, 280 GSM

Timeline:  Approxinately 12 weeks from  design 

confirmation & deposit paid.

THE GILBERT ELITE
MATCH JERSEY

WOMEN’S

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $124.99
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Look like winners, play like champions!
When taking the field, athletes need a jer-
sey that stands out from their opponents 
and allows their passion for the game and 
talents to thrive. Shirts that are not only 
comfortable but tailored to the player’s 
needs are essential for optimal perfor-
mance. With high-tech, moisture-wicking 
fabric, it allows for freedom of movement, 
comfort, and ultimate match performance. 

Fabric: Heavier Weight Maxum PK 215gms/m2

Timeline: Approximately 6-8 weeks from

 design confirmation & deposit paid.

THE GILBERT PERFORMANCE 
MATCH JERSEY

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $78.99
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Look like a pro, play like a champion! 

These Gilbert match shorts provide op-
timal performance throughout the most 
challenging matches. The sport-specific 
fabric enables athletes to move freely and 
comfortably around the pitch, as mois-
ture-wicking technology keeps them cool 
and dry. The fitted construction contours 
to the body, assuring that opponents are 
unable to grab during tackling and allow-
ing players to focus solely on their game 
performance. Include reinforced gusset for 
freedom of movement.

Fabric: Heavier Weight Maxum PK 215gms/m2

Timeline: Approximately 6-8 weeks from 

design confirmation & deposit paid

THE GILBERT PERFORMANCE 
MATCH SHORT

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $61.99
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This Gilbert training shirt moves with the 
body and provides moisture wicking tech-
nology that keeps players cool and dry. It’s 
perfect for non-contact training, gym 
sessions or leisurewear.

These tops offer a great way to have a fun 
custom team training top for special 
tournaments or club occasions. 

Fabric: Lighter Weight Interlock 135gms/m2

Timeline: Approximatley 6-8 weeks from 

design confirmation & deposit paid

PERFORMANCE 
TRAINING TOPS

MEN’S

WOMEN’S

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $64.99
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SARACEN MATCH SHORT (M/Y - Stock) 
 DARK NAVY  & BLACK

KIWI PRO MATCH SHORT (M- Stock)  
DARK NAVY, NAVY & BLACK 

The Kiwi Pro offers high performance 

functionality for Clubs and Schools teams.

Elasticated waist with drawcord.

Two pockets with reinforced stitching at base.

Reinforced seams for strength in wear. Off set 

inside leg seam to reduce chaffing.

100% Cotton Twill

Stock Available on demand
2-4 weeks to customize

KIWI PRO MATCH SHORTS

The best rugby shorts for club, school and 

junior rugby or perfect for the gym. 

Rugby specific fit and fabrics engineered to 

move naturally with the athlete’s body during 

sport for greater comfort.

Elasticated waist with drawcord and non-slip 

tape. Elasticated panelling detail to allow for 

ease of movement.

100% Polyester Twill

Stock Available on demand
2-4  weeks to customize 

SARACEN MATCH SHORTS

LOGO
HERE

LOGO
HERE

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $42.99

MIN. QUANTITY - NO MIN
PRICE:  $34.99
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The classic Gilbert rugby match sock is 
avaiable in stock and custom colours. 

Stock colours include:
Style and colour options for match socks 
coming soon. 

MATCH SOCKS

MIN. QUANTITY - 25 UNITS
PRICE: $19.99

The classic Gilbert rugby training sock is 
avaiable in stock colours. 

Stock colours include:
Senior sizes - Dark Navy and Black
Junior sizes - Navy and Royal

TRAINING II SOCKS

MIN. QUANTITY - 25 UNITS
PRICE: $TBD January 2024
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LOGO
HERE

Using the latest technical fabrics, Gilbert 
have designed a range of clothing with per-
formance at the forefront of our minds.  
100% Polyester with wicking properties 
pulling sweat away from your skin to help 
keep you cooler & drier.

The stretch fabric allows for ease of move-
ment which is essential whether training 
for rugby or fitness.

The Pro Range delivers premium quality 
clothing perfect for the gym, or a leisure 
wear. Whether its winter or summer, the 
Gilbert Pro Range is a must have collection 
this season. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester - Moisture Wicking

Timeline: Stock Item available on demand
2-4  weeks to customize

PRO VEST
TRAINING TOPS

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $29.99

PRO VEST TRAINING TOPS - DK NAVY & BLACK
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PRO TECH TEE - DK NAVY &  BLACK

PRO WARM UP TOP - DK NAVY & BLACK

Whether you are hitting the gym or trav-
elling to a match, the Pro Tee offers a ver-
satile, premium quality garment, essential 
for any athletes’ wardrobe this season. 
Suitable for all playing levels with a cotton 
feel, wicking and moisture management.
Composition: 90% Polyester, 10% Spandex

Stock Available on demand
2-4 weeks to customize 

PRO TECH TEE 

For use on and off the field, the Pro Warm 
Up Top is a staple for any player providing 
warmth and comfort. The bar tacked seams 
provide enhanced reinforcement perfect 
for warm up drills, and its single layer, wa-
ter repellent nature allows defense from 
the winter conditions without having to 
wear a coat.
Composition: 100% Polyester: 75D interlock 

with TPU membrane

Stock Available on demand
2-4 weeks to customize

PRO WARM UP 

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE: $43.99

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE: $67.99

LOGO
HERE

LOGO
HERE
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PRO 1/4 ZIP - DK NAVY

Whether you are standing on the touch line 
as a coach, player or supporter, the cruel 
weather conditions that everyone knows 
all too well mean that everyone needs the 
right clothing to keep them engaged. The 
Pro Active ¼ Zip Jacket is not only water 
repellent for added defense but has 4 way 
stretch side panels for added warm and 
mobility.

The breathable technical fabric ensures 
that the effects of sweat production are 
managed giving players a comfortable ex-
perience that doesn’t compromise perfor-
mance. The keep warm kangaroo pocket 
with zips enables players’ hands to be kept 
warm.

Timeline: Stock Item available on demand
2-4 weeks to customize

Composition: 100% Polyester: Recycled 
rip-stop, 50D/300T, DWR and 75D 
interlock with TPU honeycomb

PRO ACTIVE  JACKET 1/4 ZIP

PRO ACTIVE JACKET 1/4 ZIP- DK NAVY & BLACK

BEST SELLER

LOGO
HERE

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $121.99
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PRO ALL WEATHER JKT DK NAVY & BLACK (waterproof)

The perfect side of pitch jacket for coach-
es, and team supporters. Ideal for the rainy, 
cool rugby seasons in Canada. 

Waterproof and breathable padded jacket 
with detachable and foldaway hood.
Two-way full front zip fastening and two 
keep warm zipped side pockets.
Elasticated cuffs, adjustable waist
Critical taped seams.
Taffeta lined.
Composition: 100% Polyester, Microfib-
er, Rib-stop, 50D/300Tm TPU membrane, 
WP.MVP

Timeline: Stock Item available on demand
2-4 weeks to customize

PRO ALL WEATHER JKT

MIN. QUANTITY - 15 UNITS
PRICE:  $135.99
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Take your club to the next level! 

Did you know you can order Gilbert 
custom balls in quantities as low as 25 
unit? 

Gilbert custom match & training balls in 
the following styles can be customized:

Match Balls:
Kinetica (min. qty 50)
Barbarian 2.0, Atom & Omega (min. qty 25)

Training Balls:
GTR 4000 size 3, 4 & 5 (min. qty 25) 

Click the button below to learn more & 
start designing your custom ball today! 

GILBERT CUSTOM BALLS

GILBERT RUGBY CANADA
CUSTOM BALL DESIGNER

https://gilbertrugbycanada.com/pages/custom-rugby-ball#/
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We carry a full collection of Gilbert 
Rugby training gear including:

Match Balls
Training Balls
Specialized training balls 
Pinnies
Tackle Shields 
Kicking Tees

As well as items for the individual 
athlete including:

Rugby boots  (Mens & Womens size range)

Training apparel
Replacement studs
Scrum caps
Mouth Guards

GILBERT TRAINING GEAR

FULL LIST OF ITEMS & PRICING HERE

GILBERTRUGBYCANADA.COM

https://gilbertrugbycanada.com/
https://gilbertrugbycanada.com/
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“We have been delighted with our 

relationship with Gilbert since our 

agreement’s inception. Their staff have been 

exceedingly helpful and have demonstrated 

patience and understanding throughout our 

dealings. Our coaches and players have 

thoroughly enjoyed the items we have 

received, which are of the highest quality, 

designed to endure the wear and tear of many 

competitive seasons.”

Neil Hooper - Athletics Director 
University of Kings College

JOIN THE GILBERT ROSTER OF CLUBS IN 2024
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2024 CUSTOM TEAM KIT PRICING
PRODUCT PRICING  

ELITE CUSTOM JERSEY $120.99

PERFORMANCE CUSTOM JERSEY  $78.99

PERFORMANCE CUSTOM MATCH SHORTS $62.99

VIRTUO MATCH SHORT $56.99

KIWI PRO MATCH SHORT $42.99

SARACEN MATCH SHORT $34.99

CUSTOM SOCKS PRO MATCH $Pricing Jan 2024

CUSTOM SOCKS TRAINING $Pricing Jan 2024

ON FIELD

PERFORMANCE CUSTOM TRAINING JERSEY $64.99

PERFORMANCE CUSTOM TRAINING SHORT $54.99

PRO VEST TRAINING SLEEVELESS $29.99

PRO WARM UP TOP $67.99

PRO TECH TEE $43.99

PRO ACTIVE 1/4 ZIP $121.99

PRO ALL WEATHER JACKET $135.99

TRAINING & TEAM WEAR*

ALL ITEMS TO BE EMBELLISHED WILL BE QUOTED UPON APPROVED ARTWORK.  APPROXIMATE RANGE $5-8/PIECE

Team kit pricing is based on ordering quantities of 15 or more per item. For items below this quantity retail pricing applies.  

For coaches/team support we offer jackets and off pitch apparel  at team kit pricing with no minimum quantity when placing a 

team kit order. 
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LET’S GROW THE GAME TOGETHER!
We are passionate about bringing a diverse community of folks into rugby. 

We would love to partner with you in creating awareness for our sport 

through activations and community engagement. We are a Canadian 

owned and operated company and we are commited to directly support-

ing rugby in Canada from grassroots through the high performance. Our 

main focus of support are groups who have traditionally faced challeng-

es in being included in rugby, and awareness and support for the 

Monty Heald Women’s Fund (named after one of our founders) and the 

new U20 Women’s Age Grade Fund. 

We are also grateful to have the chance to shine a light on the folks who 

#growthegame across the country through our GILBERT CHAMPIONS. 

Meet our 2023 Gilbert Champions

https://gilbertrugbycanada.com/pages/2023-gilbert-champions
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This depends on the number of athletes on your team but you can fit out a team  of 25 starting at $145/player or 

approximately $3500. This would include custom jersey, stock short and socks. 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO KIT OUT A TEAM? 

FAQS 

This is probably the most important question for many teams. From the time the art work is approved by you (the customer) 

and a 50% deposit is paid custom items take approximately 8 weeks for the Performance Line and 12 weeks for the Elite Line.

The ‘clock’ starts on the timeline once we have received approval from our factory on accepting the order. For stock items 

that are being embelished with logos these items take 2-4 weeks from approval and 50% deposit. Items that are stock and 

not being embelished in house by us, ship within two business days once the order is paid in full.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO GET YOUR KIT MADE?  

For all items in the 2024 Gilbert Team Kit catalogue pricing is based on ordering a minimum of 15 units/item. If lower quan-

tities are required (coaches jackets/support team apparel) these will be priced at a discount when purchased with a team 

order, or can be ordered at any time at retail pricing from our GilbertRugbyCanada.com website. 

WHAT IS THE MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY?  

With our 3D kit designers some teams find they don’t need help with artwork and can select from the 75 preset designs and 

customize it themselves. However, some teams want a fully custom design and this option is available for $85/hour. If the 

customer has the correct colour codes and artwork files for their team ready to go, this process should only take 1-2 hours.

For custom ball designs there is a flat fee of $72.99 per ball style for orders under 99 units.  

ARE THERE FEES FOR ARTWORK?  
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Both Gilbert match jersey lines come in men’s and women’s size runs (XS-4XL). For the Performance Line we also offer youth 

sizing (YXS-YL). For stock items the sizing  (e.g. shorts) is a xxxs-3xl which covers both men’s and women’s. If needed, we 

have a sizing kit for both our Elite and Performance Lines to ensure your team makes the right sizing selections. We will 

work with you to support any sizing questions for specific products. 

HOW DOES YOUR SIZING WORK? 

FAQS 

We offer an Elite and Performance Line of Gilbert Custom Rugby Jerseys. There are differences in the design and construc-

tion of the jerseys & type of fabric, as well as in price and timeline. We believe its not just about price - and while we know 

for many amateur rugby teams, it is the key deciding factor - we will work with you to determine what line is the best fit for 

your club. Factors such as level of players, type of climate your team plays in and number of seasons you want the jerseys for 

will all help to determine which is the best choice for you. 

HOW DO I KNOW WHICH LINE IS BEST FOR MY TEAM?  

Sustainabilty is a focus of our business at Gilbert. This means ensuring that the factories that produce our products are 

closely monitored for safe working conditions and fair pay. This also means, doing what we can when selecting fabrics & 

construction of garments, as well as thinking about our packaging and the way our products are shipped. We believe it is 

possible to offer rugby products at competitive pricing that is both high performance and focused on sustainability. Gray-

Nicholls (which is the parent company of Gilbert UK) has commited to the Ethical Trade Initiative which has zero tolerance 

for modern slavery in their supply chain. 

DO YOU MANAGE SUSTAINABILITY IN YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN?  

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? Send us an email at info@gilbertrugbycanada.com or call our office 905. 335. 9098 
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TRUST. PERFORMANCE. INNOVATION.
GILBERT IS RUGBY.

LET’S GET STARTED!

TO GET A QUOTE OR MORE INFORMATION REACH OUT 

Kim Peggie - Accounts and Operations Manager  - info@gilbertrugbycanada.com 
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At Gilbert Rugby Canada we pride ourselves on offering the Canadian rugby community best in class customer service & support. 
We offer in house support which includes help with product questions, sales & service.  We have a direct connection with Gilbert UK and their team 
of experts to be up to date on innovation in product design. Our in house design team, and UK design team work together on creating
the best looking, best performing rugby products on the planet. 

Our customer service policy is in place to provide a transparent and positive experience for our customers.

1)  Defective products - we require any defective balls/inflatables returned to our warehouse within 30 days of purchase with proof of purchase.  
Any other defective products (clothing or boots, etc.) we require images of the defective product and proof of purchase emailed to 
info@gilbertrugbycanada.com If an item is defective we will replace at no charge if we have the inventory. If we do not, we will provide a full refund.
For defective products we will send replacements at no charge for shipping. 

2)  Returns - For any items purchased that do not fit, they can be returned if tags are attached and item is unworn within 30 days of purchase for a 
full refund. Shipping charges are covered by the customer. 
 
3) Custom products are non-refundable and require a confirmed email approval from the customer at the time of ordering. Custom product orders 
are approved through Kim Peggie at our office. Kim@gilbertrugbycanada.com 

4) We have two dedicated highly experienced in-house customer service reps who will respond in a timely matter within 24 hrs (time may extend to 

48 hrs in busy season). In situations where we don’t have an immediate answer we will respond to your email to acknowledge receipt and provide a 

timeline to follow up with the requested information.

5) Work back schedules based on items required and dates needed for will be established with the customer at the time of ordering. We always  plan 

to build some buffer into our order planning, but in circumstances where issues with global supply chain create unforeseable delays we will work 

with the customer to determine an acceptable solution. 

PAYMENT TERMS & CUSTOMER SERVICE & SUPPORT POLICY

ALL CUSTOM ORDERS FOR BOTH TEAM KIT AND RUGBY BALLS REQUIRE A 50% DEPOSIT AT THE TIME OF ORDERING, AND THE

BALANCE IN FULL WHEN ITEMS ARE READY TO BE DELIVERED. 

Payment can be made by credit card , direct deposit, cheque or e-transfer to kim@gilbertrugbycanada.com


